Science Fiction Prototypes are science fiction stories based on future trends, technologies, economics, and cultural change. The story you are about to read is based on threatcasting research from the Army Cyber Institute at West Point and Arizona State University’s Threatcasting Lab. Our story does not shy away from a dystopian vision of tomorrow. Exploring these dark regions inspires us to build a better, stronger, and more secure future for our Armed Forces.
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The views in this graphic novel are those of the author and do not reflect the official policy or position of the Department of the Army, DOD, or the U.S. Government.
“First, and foremost, we must recognize that human behavior is not always dictated by societal or cultural norms. Humans react or behave based upon their own individual personalities and life events. Thus, their actions are not generally predictable, and may be “surprising” or “shocking”. Yet, while humans are complex and unpredictable, the stresses that they face each day will manifest in observable behaviors that are smaller indicators of potential future actions.”

- Brad Millick, Ph.D.
  Director, DoD Counter Insider Threat
  Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence

A concerned serviceman observes his counterpart acting erratically –plotting to cripple or contaminate the entire water system of a U.S. Army base. Suspicious behaviors observed over the course of a year point to a potential insider threat.

Insider threats are so dangerous because they are a betrayal of trust. Foundational to the U.S. military is the trust between service members. Erratic behavior doesn’t automatically indicate a possible insider threat, nor should service members spend their days suspicious of their colleagues. In a time when technology has empowered soldiers to be more effective and efficient, these threats are increasingly hazardous. How can we create a culture of awareness and support to catch problems early and disrupt a possible insider threat before it ever exists?
THANKS FOR MEETING ME, LISA... I REALLY JUST NEED SOMEONE TO TALK THIS THROUGH WITH...

NO PROBLEM AT ALL JEFF... WHEN I GOT YOUR MESSAGE I COULD TELL SOMETHING WAS WRONG... WHAT'S UP?

THIS IS GOING TO SOUND CRAZY... BUT I THINK SOMETHING REALLY BAD IS ABOUT TO HAPPEN... I THINK SOMETHING'S UP WITH SSG RITTER.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN? I DON'T KNOW THAT NAME...

I REALLY DIDN'T EITHER... UNTIL ABOUT A YEAR AGO...

I ORIGINALLY MET RITTER AND HIS FAMILY AT MY OLDEST DAUGHTER JUDY'S SOCCER GAMES. NO BIG DEAL... JUST USUAL PARENT STUFF... HE WAS ALWAYS FRIENDLY... OFFERING ME A BEER.

THEN RITTER'S WIFE STOPPED COMING TO THE GAMES. WHICH WAS STRANGE AND HE STOPPED HELPING OUT THE COACHES... SOMEONE TOLD ME THEY WERE SPLITTING UP... THAT SHE HAD AN AFFAIR...

2am & 6 pack of beers again... is this a life?
I'd seen some odd posts from him... but I didn't reach out or say anything... you know... I didn't think it was my business... I wanted to give him his privacy.

Then a few months later my squad was training for the Best Ranger Competition and we needed to have a medic on the course when we trained.

We didn't talk much then either. He still seemed a little distracted but if he was going through a divorce that's understandable... last year we really wanted to win so we hit the course pretty hard and Ritter was there almost every time...

Well, none of that sounds so bad... what's got you so upset?

That's just it. During one practice I saw Ritter doing something and it stuck with me...
I was taking a break and I don't think Ritter knew I was there. He was acting strange... walking between the water fountains and the fire hydrant.

I have to be honest... it looked kind of crazy... like there was something wrong with him.

But then he snapped back and pretended like everything was normal.

Nah... Ritter's fine... he's distracted... he's upset that he did not make the promotion list last month...
Then just last December I was driving home from base and I saw Ritter by himself walking the reservoir. He was walking that same pattern way... with the same look on his face.

I'm worried that Ritter might be planning out some kind of attack on the base... something with the water... like he's going to do something to hurt people...

Now yesterday I saw this about the hack last month on the local water authority... I looked into it and they are the control systems that control the water to the base...

That's a pretty big leap Jeff... have you talked with other people to check if they've seen anything? Are you OK?

I'm fine... well I'm not fine... it's just this bad feeling and I think I need to say something... to do something about it.
“It is imperative that when indicators of concerning behavior are observed, they be reported to appropriate officials. Informing the appropriate officials of concerning behavior facilitates professional assistance to those under stress and to mitigate any potential threat. It is incumbent on you to help protect our resources, operations, information, personnel, family and friends; use this novel to educate yourself and your team. Bottom line: trust your instincts and report questionable behavior.”

- Brad Millick, Ph.D.
  Director, DoD Counter Insider Threat
  Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence

AFTERWORD

An insider threat is a malicious threat to an organization that comes from people within the organization, such as employees, former employees, contractors, or business associates, who have inside information concerning the organization's security practices, data, and computer systems. Tackling insider threats requires a combination of techniques from the technical, the sociological, and the socio-technical domains. How organizations go about tackling this issue without creating a culture of distrust or suspicion is the crux of the problem.

In this story, behavior was the indicator of a potential insider threat. While these vary depending on the personality and motivation of a potentially malicious insider, there are common patterns that can be observed. Should Lisa have taken Jeff more seriously and launched an immediate investigation? What are some of the indicators in Ritter’s behavior that could have been addressed early? If Jeff’s interpretations of Ritter’s behaviors turn out to be false, how should Lisa approach the situation without creating organizational trust issues?

An integrated effort to deter, understand, detect, and mitigate the risks from insider threats is critical. How should the U.S. military promote the reporting of suspicious activities without promoting an atmosphere of distrust within the organization?